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When The Harvest Moon Is Shining

Words by ANDREW B. STERLING

Music by HARRY VON TILZER

Piano

Voice

Hon-ey don't you sigh
Ev-e'y night and day

Hon-ey don't you cry Soon the long trail will be
Since you've been a-way I read your let-ters to
when I start to pine
Seems then I feel you are near

Then beside the river with the stars in the sky
There where we whispered goodbye.

There in the sweet twilight time.
Chorus

When the harvest moon is shining, I'll be pining for you,
Down the lane we'll wander again, as we used to do

When the evening

When The Harvest etc.
breeze is sighing
We'll be happy
just we two.
When the harvest
moon is shining my heart will be
ning for you.
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Carolina Sunshine

Written by WALTER HUEBNER

Chorus

Car - o - lin - a Sun, I'm lone - some

When the day is done I'm pin - ing
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